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Parking advocacy continues during the pandemic
Parking Australia has continued to represent the industry to the federal and state
governments, during this pandemic, on a range of issues. While lockdown
restrictions differ in each state, there are only a minority of locations where car park
usage has recovered to sustainable levels, especially in the larger capital
cities.There is little doubt that the pandemic has, and will, change the way
Australians travel and work. Many predict that people will work from home more
often, thus reducing the number of vehicles, and in turn reducing the number of
motorists parking. Read more...

Parking Australia CEO calls
for removal of FBT

EasyPark receives the Award
"Best Managed Companies"

Parking Australia CEO Stuart Norman
says if fringe benefits taxes on parking are
removed, it would take away the
disincentive for businesses across the
country to be able to get their staff to work
in a COVIDSafe manner. The parking
industry is...

Two years in a row, EasyPark has
received the Best Managed Companies
recognition, sponsored by Deloitte in
cooperation with Nasdaq. The company
was chosen from over 100 nominees.
Future growth is built upon robust internal
processes....

Read more
www.skynews.com.au

Read more
www.parking.asn.au

JET Charge and EV charging
takes off with ADVAM

City of Charles Sturt expands
contactless parking
technology

ADVAM, a TNS Company, and JET
Charge are making payments easier for
EV charging customers, by providing a
seamless contactless payments
experience, enabling customers to simply
'tap to activate' their charging. JET
Charge, an Australian...

COVID-19 cases may be dropping across
Australia, particularly in states like South
Australia but that doesn't mean there
should be complacency of guidelines.
Smart technology solutions that enable
guideline adherence easily and cost...

Read more
www.parking.asn.au

Read more
www.parking.asn.au

NSW smart places strategy to
embed sensors in cities
The NSW government has launched
Australia's first smart places strategy
which will see sensors and technology
built into future city infrastructure.
Customer Service Minister Victor
Dominello says the strategy will apply in a
range of areas...
Read more
www.governmentnews.com.au

Change coming to
Queensland number plates
Queensland's current number plate series,
which features three numbers followed by
three letters, is coming to an end after 40
years and the new series is expected to
begin appearing on Queensland vehicles
in either late August or early ...
Read more
www.parking.asn.au
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